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Abstract— Construction methods are evolving daily due to 

the increasing challenges and complexity in projects which 

require fast, safe, and efficient methods to deliver their 

scope. Contour crafting (CC) is a 3D printing method 

developed for constructing big elements, it is based on 

printing the building layer by layer using special material 

ejection. This method promises an automated construction 

process that is safe, fast and reliable. In this paper we study 

the effectiveness of this technique in reducing construction 

duration using computer simulation and comparing the 

building of a house using the conventional construction 

method with the Contour Crafting method. Results give an 

overview of the potential of improvement in the 

construction field; and how waste can be reduced by the 

industrialization of the construction process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The Conventional Construction Method: 

Concrete is the most widely used construction material on 

this planet. The current concrete construction industry faces 

several challenges. One of them is the high cost. According 

to a recent study conducted by Boral Innovation Factory, 

formwork is responsible for about 80% of the total costs of 

concrete construction in the Sydney CBD (central business 

district). In fact, this is typical for concrete construction 

worldwide.  

The significant amount of wastage generated in the 

construction is another challenge. Formwork is a significant 

source of waste, since all of it is discarded sooner or later, 

contributing to a generally growing amount of waste in the 

construction industry. Astonishing data presented in Llatas 

paper showed that the construction industry is responsible 

for generating approximately 80% of the total waste in the 

world. Last but not least, the current construction industry 

has serious issues with sustainability. In general, the current 

construction methods and materials are not environmentally 

friendly. 

B. 3d Printing, a New Technology: 

3D printing (sometimes referred to as Additive 

Manufacturing (AM)) is the computer-controlled sequential 

layering of materials to create three-dimensional shapes. It is 

particularly useful for prototyping and for the manufacture 

of geometrically complex components. Application of three-

dimensional (3D) printing techniques in concrete 

construction could solve the aforementioned challenges. 3D 

printing technology is recently gaining popularity in 

construction industry. In the last few years, different 3D 

concrete printing (3DCP) technologies have been explored. 

The inhibitions in the use of 3D printing in construction 

come from technical, economic and social point of view. 

The technical inhibitions involve the assembly and 

production of 3D printer and development of materials with 

suitable properties. The basic steps involved in 3D printing 

construction are as shown in Fig. 3D CAD model with 

building information / BIM model is developed. This model 

is sliced layer by layer with all the components to required 

thickness. This layered arrangement also known as stereo 

lithography files is given as an input to the 3D printer 

assembled as per requirement. After this step, the actual 

printing process is carried out and the building is printed in 

layers by any one of the chosen methods. 

C. What Is Contour Crafting? 

Currently Contour Crafting (CC) seems to be one of the 

layered fabrication technologies that are applicable to 

construction of large structures such as houses. The 

construction automation will require a paradigm shift in 

process technology. The Contour Crafting construction 

process, fits in this category and has the potential to 

revolutionize the industry, changing it from the conventional 

“cast-in-place” paradigm to a layer by layer approach. 

Contour Crafting is an additive fabrication technology that 

uses computer control to exploit the superior surface-

forming capability of troweling to create smooth and 

accurate planner and free-form surfaces. The key feature of 

Contour Crafting is the use of two trowels, which in effect 

act as two solid planer surfaces, to create surfaces on the 

object being fabricated that are smooth and accurate. The 

craftsmen have effectively used simple tools such as blades, 

trowels, putty knives with one or two planer surfaces for 

forming materials in past form since ancient times. Surface 

shaping knives are used today for industrial model making. 

Standard houses can be built by integrating the CC machine 

with a support beam picking and positioning arm to place 

beams for roofs. The structure can be built without external 

support elements using shape features such as domes and 

vaults. The operation of CC machine for building a house 

can be light weight and easy to transport and quickly 

assemble and disassemble by small crew. The operation may 

be fully automated requiring minimum supervision. 

 
Fig. 1: Application of CC in House Construction 
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D. Why Use Contour Crafting?  

Contour Crafting provides flexibility in building concrete 

shapes that was very difficult to achieve in the conventional 

pouring method; with that, houses can be built efficiently 

and environmentally friendly by adapting them to exterior 

conditions. Two delicate issues were handled in contour 

crafting to have a significant return on safety, quality, and 

productivity in contrast to other fully automated 

construction practices. The first is rebar installation, an 

important aspect since concrete fails under tensile and 

bending loads. The second is formwork, one of the most 

important components of building since it affects 

significantly the quality of concrete. Moreover, concrete was 

tested and the best mix proportions for 3D printing were 

determined. The effects of the layering process on density, 

compressive strength, flexural strength, tensile bond 

strength, and drying shrinkage were also studied. The 

additive extrusion process proved that a high performance of 

the material is retained in the printing method. Other 

advantages of this method are that it can provide a wide 

range of surface shapes and complicated structures with few 

types of troweling tools unlike the conventional plaster 

handwork and sculpting.CC is also a rapid prototyping 

process that gives a better surface quality that is 

exceptionally smooth and accurate due to the elimination of 

surface discontinuities. The fabrication of a component is 

considerably faster than other prototyping methods because 

the layers thickness is larger. CC is used for a wide variety 

of materials such as thermosets, thermoplastics, metal, 

cement, clay, concrete, and others. Currently at the USC 

(University of Southern California) rapid prototyping 

laboratory intensive research on Contour Crafting is done to 

improve the machine design, speed and superior surface 

forming capabilities. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

For conducting model experiments, it is necessary to obtain 

correct information from the prototype. The entire operation 

of the model depends on the equality of the prototype data. 

The data would help in establishing the model prototype 

conformity pattern and to enhance the predictability of the 

model. Generally, the following prototype data would be 

required for planning, construction of models and 

conducting comparative studies. 

A. Complicated formwork practices 

In currently prevailing concrete construction, formwork is 

an important practice since any formwork problem leads to 

poor concrete quality. Poor quality in turn can cause serious 

accidents, death, and property damage. Figure 2.shows a 

schematic of a typical wall formwork, including steel 

reinforcements. In traditional construction, components such 

as sheathing, ties, walls, studs, and braces are assembled 

manually by workers according to design. Formwork must 

be designed and erected such that it is capable of supporting 

about 150 pound per cubic foot of fresh concrete. The form 

must withstand all vertical and lateral loads including loads 

from equipment, workers, various impacts, and strong wind. 

 
Fig. 2: Basic components of a typical wall formwork 

B. Complicated reinforcement installation 

Installation of reinforcements is another labor intensive 

practice. Since concrete is weak under tensile and bending 

loads, embedding reinforcements are crucial for structural 

concrete uses. Steel reinforcements should be placed at the 

weakest positions in the concrete mass, most vulnerable to 

bending / tensile loads. 

III. THE NEEDS FOR AN INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION 

PROCESS 

In recent years the Rapid Prototyping (RP) process has been 

implemented in a variety of applications and disciplines 

such as architecture, automobile design, aerospace and 

medical industries. Rapid prototyping (RP) is a material 

additive manufacturing process by which objects are created 

by computer controlled, layer by layer sequential material 

deposition. By using Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

packages, a 3D solid model of a part is decomposed into 

numerous cross-sectional layers. The cross-sectional 

geometries are mapped to material layer deposition paths, 

and fed to the RP machine where the physical 3D solid 

model is created in a layer by layer fashion. RP processes 

have significantly reduced the high cost and cycle-time of 

new product design and manufacturing. CC technology 

adapts RP capabilities and extends them to the field of large 

scale construction. As in other RP methods, in Contour 

Crafting (CC) material is added layer by layer according to a 

computer controlled sequence. 

IV. THE CONTOUR CRAFTING PROCESS 

This newly patented CC process technology is suitable for 

rapid fabrication of large-scale complex shaped objects with 

smooth surface finish. 

A. CC Machine Design 

A simplified and specialized CC nozzle system with three 

axis motion control was developed for constructing the full 

scale wall demonstrator. . As shown in Figure 3, it is divided 

into several structural parts: X-axis track, Y-axis track, Z-

axis column track, print head, top stabilization system, and 

ready-mixed concrete pump truck. The X-axis and Y-axis 

tracks can control the horizontal movement of the print 
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head, while the horizontal system X-axis and Y-axis can be 

vertically raised by the trolley on the Z-axis, which satisfies 

the movement of the print head in the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. 

 
Fig. 3: A CC machine for fabricating a concrete wall 

Once the system completes one layer cycle, the 

entire extrusion assembly moves vertically an incremental 

distance equal to the height of the next layer. The cycle is 

repeated until the final shape of the boundary is established. 

The main structure supports and precisely guides the entire 

extrusion system during fabrication. The machine frame has 

two rails with V-shape profiles that guide the extrusion 

system. The current system permits extrusion only in the X 

and Z directions, therefore limited in the types of 3-D 

objects that can be created. 

B. Mortar mixture development and its compressive 

strength 

Extruding a dense mortar mixture through a small nozzle 

orifice is quite difficult. The optimum mixture ratio of 

cement, sand, and water necessary to fabricate a concrete 

form depends on the application. Through several trial and 

error experiments, a mixture characteristic found to be 

suitable for the new CC machine is as follows; 

− Type II hydraulic Plastic Portland cement: 4.3kg 

− Sand: 4.76kg 

− Plasticizer: 0.39 kg 

− Water:10.6lit 

The mortar mixture was prepared using power drill 

driven mixing paddles and was loaded into the material 

carrying tank. Once an entire batch of the mortar mixture 

loaded inside the material carrying tank is used up, the CC 

system pauses until another batch of mortar is loaded and 

the extrusion continues to form the remaining concrete form. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND RESULTS 

Figure4. Shows the finished wall. The compressive strength 

of this wall will vary depending on the type of concrete 

chosen. Concrete pouring in this demonstration, however, 

has been independent of the extrusion forming process. With 

more experimentation, the filling process can be 

synchronized with the extrusion process. The coupling of 

these two processes will depend on many factors including 

extrusion rate, pour rate, and cure time and strength 

requirements. The concrete 3D printer helps to overcome the 

problems which were faced construction industry. And also 

it reduces the environmental impact as less waste is 

produced. 

 
Fig. 4: A concrete wall made by CC machine 

VI. CONCLUSION 

CC is a new innovative approach to solving problems facing 

the construction industry, particularly at the automation and 

process level. CC technology is scalable for building larger 

structures without difficulty. The corresponding cost 

increase and fabrication time compares well against other 

layer based manufacturing processes. Through this research 

we have shown that CC technology is capable of using 

commercially available, standard industry materials. 
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